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FOREWORD
This report presents a technical. summary of the Detroit Diesel Allison (DDA) project to develop an
automotive gas turbine power-train s ystem under NASA Contract DEN3-168 (Department of Energy
funding). It covers the 6-month period January through June 1982.
The basic objective of this project is to develop and demonstrate, by May 1985, an advanced
automotive gas turbine power-train system that will, when installed in a 1984 Pontiac Phoenix vehicle of
1364 kg (3,000 lb) inertia weight, achieve a fuel economy of 18 km/L (42.5 mpg), meet or exceed the
1985 emission requirements, and have alternate fuel capability.
Several General Motors Divisions and other companies are major contributors to this effort: Pontiac
Motor Division —vehicle, Delco Remy Division — starter/boost motor, Harrison Radiator Division and
Coming Glass Works—regenerator, and the Carborundum Company and GTE—ceramics.
The DDA Program Manager for the AGT 100 is H. E. (Gene) Helms, design effort is directed by James
Williams, materials effort is directed by Dr. Peter Heitman, and project effort is directed by Richard
Johnson. The Pontiac effort is headed by Leighton Smith. The NASA AGT 100 Project Manager is Paul
T. Kerwin.
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Summary
EnowI llowr>-Ttidn 00"Wpment
Fabrication of all parts was completed, and to first
engine build was started. Only routine problems were en-
countered and the engine is scheduled to go to the test
stand early in July.
Compressor Daub mwit
An inspection technique was employed on the Build
No. 5(805) impeller that uses a tracer and a comparator
with master charts. Good correlation was achieved with
micrometer measurements of the part. Compressor hard-
ware was assembled for BU1 of the engine.
QWffwr Turbine Devek*nnent
Activity has continued on ceramic hardware develop-
ment. A revised scroll was designed, and eleven pieces
were successfully slip cast. A revised inner backplate is
indicated based on stress calculations that show high
stresses at maximum-flow steady-state conditions. One
hundred silicon carbide gasifier rotors have been made
by the supplier and are in various stages cf processing.
Burst test results are encouraging and indicate that rota
quality is approaching that achieved in test bars. Finite
element analyses of vanes indicate that an increase in
strength of 54% is required to meet the design goal reli-
ability without proof testing. Proof tests that result in a
2% rejection rate have been devised, however, and this
approach appears acceptable.
Combustor Dewiopnnent
The combustor rig accumulated 26.5 hr of burning
time during ',his reporting period. Testing included pilot-
only, start-nozzle-on ly, and main-nozzle operation. During
a bench test of the pilot nozzle assembly, satisfactory
ignition was achieved for a wide range of starting, speeds,
and the lean blowout limit was as low as 0.06 kg/h (0.14
lb/hr) fuel flow. The centerbody start nozzle was tested to
determine ignition characteristics and operation during
the warm-up period at a range of burner inlet tempera-
tures. It was determined that lean blowout was more
closely related to nozzle atomization than to fuellair ratio
since the lean blowout limit was approximately 2.3 kg/h
(5 lb/hr) regardless of airflow rate. For the main nozzle,
five different cycle points were tested under steady-state
conditions, three snap fuel transients were performed,
and the transition from start nozz, g fuel flow to main noz-
zle flow was investigated. This transition was accom-
plished manually without t `.fficulty at burner inlet
temperatures from 427°C (800°F) to 593°C 11100°F).
Regenerator Development
Regenerator parts were fabricated and qualification
tested in preparation for the first engine build. Included
were the regenerator cover, ceramic exhaust ducdseal
platform, and regenerator disk/saal system. The regen-
stator system for the engine was assembled on schedule.
Rig-based performance characteristics matched the first
build requirements.
secondary 8yehms
Harmonic drive gearbox rig testing resulted in three
failures. No4oad testing of the flex gear showed adequate
life 16.6 x 106 cycles), but under load conditions failures
were experienced. Analyses were inconclusive so an
alternate design using a planocentric design scheme is
being pursued.
WISUNlile Development su nmary
Mullitelcordierite thermal barrier materials being
isopressed and sintered by Carborundum Co. ICBO are
showing reduced porosity, increased strength, and
uniform composition. Zircon-based materials being
developed by DDA show good coefficient thermal expan-
sion (CTE) compatibility with silicon carbide and the
highest strengths of all materials tested to date.
Component development work considered bobs sift
carbide and zirco nia parts. A large effort wcnt into
characterizing the silicon carbide rotas. One hundred
rotors have been received and impacted. Equivalent
modulus of rupture 641OR) bar strengths were calculated
from burst test results. These results agreed with
laboratory remelts from radial-cut bars, values for exial•c ut
bars were lower.
Conwe Development
The electronic control system has been checked out
prior to engine test. All parts of the system have been
fabricated new or modified frc• n existing hardware, and
special check-cwt equipment Kos been built as ne cesasi '
Control software has been programmed into the elec-
tronic contra unit and was checked out using a test
simulator.
81 PP0 "No ManNnteaturing, host, and Marketabipty
Manufacturing feasibility and cost analysis studies corn
tinue at Pontiac Motor Division (PMD) based on detailed
engine component drawings received from DDA. PMD
has now received 269 dram gs defining the engine parts
and assemblies. Many cost-saving design proposals have
evolved from the manufacturing analysis studies con-
ducted by PMD Manufacturing with input from DDA
Engineering.
Introduction
This is one of a series of semiannual reports document-
ing work performed on an Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT)
power-train system dovelopment project for automotive
applications. The work is performed under NASA/DOE
contract DEN3-168. The objective of the project is to
develop an experimental power-train system that
demonstrates (1) a combined cycle fuel economy of 17.9
kmIL 142.5 mpg) using diesel fuel No. 2 in a 1984 Pontiac
Phoenix of 1364 kg (3000 )bm) weight on a 15 0 C ma9°F)
day; (2) emission levels less than federil standards; and
(3) the ability to use a variety of fuels. It is intended that
the technology demonstrated through this project would
assist the automotive industry in making a go/no-go deco
lion regarding the production engineering development
of gas turbine power trains. Figure 1 shows the Phoenix
power train and objectives. Fipwe I. Ins Po w= Maw* wNh"a hW*WPON" WML
FW9 Z AOT 100 engMe cross seatcan.
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in meeting the projsvt objective, du design a con
strained to 11) adw" rehability and life comparable to
conventional 1968 "Itk les, (2) achieve 	 and
cVde paw-train coats oompsatitre with 1966 power
traft (M demonstrate vends acceleration swuble for
safety &W nmrarmrability, and 14? meet 1966 Federal
vehicle nowe and safety stem Figure 2 shows the
engine
	
ssctiori evolved to meet project otjeCthas.
A teem conmpt is used in this project, with many of
the teem members b+eatg General Motors tiivaww DDA
a Ste prime eonowtor and Mn leader with re
N for the overall pow train and cornti . Pontiac MNor
Division (PMD) has vehicle re . ^" • Ddoo Remy
will dowiop ttu stater tboost snstem for the engine and
Harrison Radiator Division is involved in the regenerator
design and Wykcaon. The p*vwy non-GM groups on
the teem am Cerbomrrlun Co. (CBG), Coming Glass
Works INN, and GTE i aboratoriss Inc., who are
involved in the ceramic effort.
The current project began in October 1979. Establish-
ing and maintaining a reference
 power-vain desert iRPD)
is a coming activitV as is component development.
The RPD is a pnliminvy engineering design of the
power-train systa» that has die boa potential for
meeting the goad aid objectives of du nroject. it opt in-
corporate timely erierging to ftvk gft arrd will be up-
dated as project activity proWesses,
In tttis c utrarnt program the RPD evoMid rrom earlier
studies acid is presented es a Concept of a lully developed
prodww power train. The overt program pan a cur-
rently being reviewed and replerxied to sox —.nmodete
&anges at DOE resulting from nb.v direction by 'he
Administration.
The main t dwwlogy dtallapsu in the program are in
building small, high-performance gas turbine compo-
nents and developing nneamic components for the
required high engine cVcle temperatures that am p,"
Competitive and Can be produced in an automotive 1.o-
duCtion environment. Because of the amp-sise engine
10.35 kgls 10.76 ibmised airflow), extensive rig testing is
PIPM L Preleall
being performed in component development. A major
oeamiC component development program is being pur-
sued, and the uttwo% success of tt>s engine depends on
the woceas of Oft activity. Figure 3 shows emphasis fitxt
on r o oonent devalopmtant and that Ln proof of own-
patents it tie engine and veNde.
This report is s xucftffsd on a conporunt basis (e.g., &N
work relating to the gasifier turbine rotor, including rig
work and com mic rota development, a discussed ore a
pat of the gesitisr turbine section). Exosp to the are
functional are" this. are not peculiar to any one major
cwvonenc wow subsystems, sown stnrcWm. gear-
boot and power 17rwm* rotor bearings, OwItslseea, avid
secondary flow. There are sep rate sections for materials
development and oontroa dmtraloprnent.
C takt sectioru are omitted «i the report because oo
efbrt was expended in those areas. These secdoru-
Vetnide Eystern Development, Power Twbi ne Develop-
ment, and Transmission Development —are iderMied in
the Table of Contents to preserve continuity.
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1	 2.2 Mod I
T-
II. Engine/Power-Train Development
Engine Build
Beg!nn!r - in April the gas generator rotor and th-
power transfer clutch were assembled in accordance
with a published engine assemblv procedure. Thic
specification provided engineering department instruc-
tions to supplement assembly drawings It ^overed such
items as assembly sequence, special measurements to
determine shim selection, desired rotor build clearances,
and procedures for measuring and obtaining the desired
clearance
In general, the build progressed at a rate normal for a
first engine. The problems that were encountered along
the Nay in most cases were typical of a first engine build
and the result of one or more of the following causes:
drawing interpretation, excessive manufactur i ng toler-
ance; intenerence due to tolerance stalk; availability of
parts, and deviation from normal assembly procedure
because of special !nstru, rentanon.
The assembly problems normally were resolved by
rework!ng the parts. This was accomplished via an
Engineering Memorandum (EM) that instructed the shop
to machine to a new set of dimensions and also in-
structed drafting to bring the drawing u p t ,) date with the
rework To ensure that all problems were documented
and corrected, the inspection department filled out a
Build Up Trouble Sheet form. Th„ form has three
hea-i!ngs 111 problem description, (2) effect, and i31 cor-
rective action. The first two items were filled in by the in-
spector, and a copy was sent to engineering. Engineering
wrote the corrective action taken and returned the form
to :he inspection department. These detailed steps en-
sured that the problems were corrected and that changes
were documented to prevent the same problem from
arising again.
In addition to special instrumentation referred to
above, the engine was built with greater than normal
clearance and had rub pins installed on both turbine and
compressor shrouds for the purpose of measuring the hot
running clearance. This will establish the minimum
clearances for future builds.
Figure 4 is a view of the eng no looking from the
regenerator and showing the assembly of the combustor,
scrolls, and insulation. Figure 5 is the next step in the
build sequence after Figure 4 and shows the regenerator
seal platform,`t,irbine exhaust duct installed. A
photograph of the assembled engine is used as the fron-
tispiece of this report.
Figure 4. Engine buildup sequence: hot section, show-
ing combustor, scrolls, power turb i ne. and insulation.
Figure 5. Engine buildup sequence: hot section.
showing turbine exhaust duct/regenerator seal platform
with rombustor and scroll below.
e
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In summary, all of the assembly problems date have
	
LO	
fi
been resolved, the desired rotor clearances have been ob-
	 as	 MR
twined, the engine build is completed, and the engine will
	
IrF
be sent to the test stand early in July.
	 asns sn
AGT 100 estimated performance is shown in Figure 6.
These porkwmance estimates are based on component 	 J, as -	 "ter
ng test perf-ormarice adjusted to the engine con- 	
C1040wefiguration. The engine development planned will improve 	 KSW*r
the speak fuel consumption from the BU  low shown to UL 	 "ri
the Mod 11 specific W consumption shown over a three
	
I ion X CZW X **Now
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&**--hp	 M102-year period of time.
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III. Compressor Development
a 3.1 Aerodynamic Development
Compressor activities were limited tL Jetiu thickness
measurement on the CX40 NU5 Impeller. Measure-
ments included both normal comparator chart and detail
micrometer data. The CX40 BU5 Impeller was Inspected
in the same manner as any new incoming Impeller This
technique employs a tracer arrangement in which a small
disk contacts the impeller Tong a predescribed plane in
space The shadow of the disk is projected onto a flat
screen that holds the "master chart" (computer drawing)
of the desired section plane. Direct contour and thickness
measurements are made from these projections. Next,
the blade, for which comparator chart data were
available, was physically removed from the wheel The
individual blade, showing the measurement grid, is
shown in Figure 7. Micrometer measurements were
made at specified grid points in the master cha rt sections.
These micrometer measurements were then compared
with thickness measurements from the comparator chart.
An extremely good correlation was seen to exist with the
difference between the two forms of measurement being
0.025 to 0.064 mm ;0.001 to 0 0025 in.). This conlpanson
was needed to develop confidence for comparator chart
measur.- ments on small compressors.
The BU5 (thinned impeller) comparator char; was com-
pared with the BU3 loriginal impeller) chart, and the
results are shown in Table I.
The intent of the BU5 rework was to reduce the blade
thickness by a uniform 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) The data
shown in Table I indicate a much greater stock removal
than desired.
3.2 Compressor Mechanical Design
Component testing of the hex-type mass isolator
springs revealed that the spring rate was lower than
calculated for all three positions. New Isolator springs of
the segmented type were made but they too were low in
spring rate. It was deeded to run the initial build of the
engine with the segmented type springs and to invests
gate the analytical model for calculating the spring rates
When the problem with the program has been resolved,
new mass insolator springs will be procured.
Ttie compressor shroud wa= recontoured in the knee
area so that acceptable tip running clearance could be ob-
tained. Engine hardware was also reworked to provide in-
strumentation for performance evaluation.
7
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Figure 7. Compressor impeller during inspection.
Table I. Thickness measurements.
Hub Shroud
mm in. mm in.
BU3	 + 10 076 0 102) +10 003-0 0041 + (0 102 0 127) + 10 004 0 0051
BU5	 -10 356 0 4061 -10.014 0 0161 -10.203 0 2291 - 10 008 0 009!
BU3 BU5	 (0 431 0 50d) (0.017-0.020) 10.3050 3561 10 0120 0141
'Relat-ve to the "3s designed" Master Charts
7
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IV. Gasifier Turbine Development
TEMPERATURE
	 MAX PRINCIPAL STRESS
.4
b
4.3 Ceramic Turbine Design
and Development
Gasifier Turbine Inlet Scroll
A design of a slip cast sintered alpha silicon carbide
gasifier turbine scroll has been released for fahnration.
An epoxy mold and pattern were produced, and examina-
tion indicated that a number of thin plaster inserts would
be needed to generate the inlet transition of the scroll. To
improve potential yield, a redesign of this area was under-
taken with the objective of reducing the number and in-
creasing the size of the inserts.
The redesign has been accomplished without signifi-
cant modification of the aerodvnamically desired flow
area progression A mock up of the revised shape is
shown in Figure 8 The epoxy pattern has been modified,
and plaster molds have been formed from it To date 22
scrolls have been slip cast, and 11 have minor or no
cracks. Two scrolls with minor tlaws are currently being
baked and sintered.
Inner Backplates
I he inner backplate forms the flow-path boundary at
the back side of each turbine rotor in the AGT 1 00 engine
arid. because of high temperatures in the RPD version
will be made of ceramic material Several sample pieces
have been isopressed and machined out of sintered alpha
silicon carbide. Detailed finite element analyses have
been undertaken to determine suitability for incorpora-
tion in the initial engine build. The results indicate that
with worst case assumptions relative to coolant rnixing at
the bore, a large radial temperature gradient and high
stress levels occur at maximum-flow steady state condi-
tions. With the current material strength properties of
modulus of rupture (MOR) = 344.7 MPa (50 ksi) and
Weibull modulus (m) = 8, a low probabilit y of survival is
Tc-82-4293
predicted. Probability of survival is 0.003 for the gasifier
turbine and 0 532 for the power turbine.
Stress and temperature distribution are shown in
Figure 9 for the gasifier turbine inner backplate. A deci-
sion has been made to machine metal versions of the in-
ner backplates for use in Mnd I test!ng .,-hilt potential
solutions are explored ana l ytically. One promising ap-
proach is to separate the central portion of the backplate
to reduce the adial stiffness. Figure 10 shows this ap-
proach. Using the same material strength level, the com-
puted probability of survival is significantly improved.
F C KS I t1PAA 2000.0 1033.33 P, 0 0
B 2040.( !115.55 8 7.0 48.26
C 20E0.0 1137.79 C 14.0 96.53
0 2120.0 1160.00 0 21.0 144.73
E 2160.0 1182.22 E 28.0 153.05
F 2200.0 1204.44 F 35.0 241.32
G 2240.0 1226.57 G 42.0 289.35
MAX 2267.7 1242.04 M 49.0 337.6'1
MIN 1987.3 1086.30 MAX 50.2 346.44
MIN -.1 -.76
TE82 -4294
A
t
Figure 9. Gasifier inner backplate analysis with worr;t-
Figure B. Mock-up of revised gasifier scroll. 	 case bore cooling for one-piece design.
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"A" meets drawing specifications and has no
linear indications nor major porosity
00 8.1 minor darecis that can be removed by hand
blending
"C" too numerous or severe nondestructive
evaluation indications that cannot be
satisfactorily removed by hand blending
"A" and "B" quality rotors were deemed acceptable
for spin testing. "C' quality rotors were used for cut-up
(materials evaluation) and display purposes.
The burst test results are also listed in Tab c 11. It is in-
teresting to note that the highest burst speeds corre-
sponded to those variables with the highest quality yield.
Composition No. 3, atmosphere No. 2, and sintering
treatment No. 9 all had a higher percentage of "A" rotors
than other variables. The two highest burst speeds came
from rotas fabricated with these variables.
The distribution of burst speeds of the 15 rotors that
were burst has been evaluated. The data were fitted to a
two-parameter Weibull distribution using median ranking
and least squares regression with reasonable success
(r=0.97► as shown in Figure 11.
Recognizing that, in the test, stress is proportional to
the square of speed, a material strength Weibull modulus
can be deduced as ors half the plot slope (see Figure 11).
In this case the plot slope is 14.51 and the underlying
strength Weibull mcdulus is approximately 7.25. Assum-
inc this modulus and the median burst speed of 97,000
rpm, an equivalent MOR strength was computed in an
iterative fashion using an available axisymmetric finite
element model. The results show an approximate
equivalent MOR bar strength of 340 MPa (49.3 ksi). This
indicates that rotor strength is approaching that achieved
in test bars.
J .
Figure 10. kwwr backpla16 modlficstfon to redoes
thermal stress.
Probability for survival becomes 0.97 for the gasifier tur-
bine and 0.9996 for the power turbine. This modification
can be accomplished using existing parts and may be in-
corporated in the engine after suitable proof testing.
Gasifier Turbine Rotor
Manufacture of prototype sintered alpha silicon car-
bide gasifier turbine rotors by Carborundum has been
completed, and tooling for the engine part has been pro-
cured. One hundred engine rotors have been molded and
are in various stages of processing.
Characterization of the prototype rotors has also been
completed. The last 33 rotors received from Carborun-
dum represent a matrix of minor process variations in an
attempt to improve quality and yield. Table 11 shows rota
serial numbers and the coded process variables. All
rotors received were inspected and graded for quality
based on visual and fluorescent penetrant inspection
(FPI) indications. Three broad categories for sorting were
used as follows:
Webull modulus - 7.25 tr • 0.971
Alledlen burst • 97, 000 rpm 119%) deft
	
70.0
	 .+
	
50.	
15 test samples
30.0
20.0
10.0-`
Slope • 14.511
3.0
	
2.	 0noction molded sinbred alpha sillcon carbide m#WW)
70, 000	 00,000	 90, ODD 1% 000 110, WD 120.000130, 000
Burst speed—rpm
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F11"re 11. durst speed distribution charsctarlstk for
prototype pasiflsr tuft-.0 Mors.
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tllMt
speed_Mm
98.560
95,000
88,500
91,000
100,000
94,000
97,000
96,000
106,000
97,600
82,000
98,000
92,000
107,700
111,500
TMds 11. Protottlptt s^tNr+ad t>^ha tiHloat >^ gasl>^ twbMa rotor.
DDA COO CompedMon &MM IN ah-1 r AMtoopboro GMW
IM ON aft No. No. Na tie.
FX24M 404 2 1 1 2 1 3.15
FX24889 405 2 1 1 2 1 3.14
FX24870 407 C 2 1 1 2 1 3.14
FX24871 408 C 2 1 1 2 1 3.14
FX24872 410 2 2 2 2 2 3.13
F_4873 411 2 2 2 2 2 3.12
FX24874 412 2 2 2 2 1 3.12
FX24875 414 2 2 2 2 2 3.08
FX24876 415 C 2 2 2 2 2 3.09
FX24877 420 C 2 2 2 2 3 3.13
FX24878 424 8 2 2 2 2 3 3.14
FX24879 425 C 2 2 2 2 3 3.13
FX24890 485 A 2 3 1 2 7 3.07
FX24881 466 C 2 3 1 1 7 3.08
FX24883 468 C 2 3 1 1 7 3.08
FX24884 470 C 2 3 1 1 7 3.09
FX24885 488 C 1 5 1 1 7 2.97
FX24886 459 2 3 1 1 5 3.09
FX24887 453 C 2 3 1 1 5 3.10
FX24888 437 8 2 1 1 2 8 3.13
FX24889 438 A 2 1 1 2 8 3.12
FX24890 439 A 2 1 1 2 8 3.13
FX24891 419 C 2 1 1 2 4 3.13
FX24892 442 C 2 1 1 2 8 3.12
FX24893 445 A 2 1 1 2 8 3.13
FX24894 472 8 3 6 1 2 8 3.11
FX24M 475 A 3 8 1 2 9 3.07
FX24896 497 C 1 5 1 1 6 3.07
FX24897 476 A 3 6 1 2 9 3.12
FX24898 477 A 3 6 1 2 9 3.08
FX24899 483 8 3 6 1 2 10 3.13
FX24900 487 C 3 6 1 2 10 3.14
FX24901 500 C 1 4 1 2 10 3.09
Van**
Detailed three-dimensional finite element analyses of
the gasifier and power turbine vanes have been initiated.
Figure 12 depicts both finite element models. The gasifier
vane has been analyzed at both steady-state and tran-
sient conditions. Steady-state analysis at maximum
power shows minimal thermal gradients (see Figure 13)
and negligible stress levels. Transient analysis was per-
formed using the temperature and flow schedules in
Figure 14.
The transient analysis did detect considerable thermal
gradients. The most severe condition occurs approxi-
mately 16 sec (see Figure 15) after the onset of the tran-
sient. Temperature and stress distributions at this point
are shown in Figures 16 and 17. The gradient noted is
due primarily to endwall effects since the vane is situ-
ated in pockets at both ends. A two-dimensional finite
element model of the turbine scroll and backplate was
used to establish the thermal boundary conditions in
these pockets during ine transient and is felt to be fairly
accurate. In addition, the results are quite similar to
analysis of the CATE gasifier vane.
Weibull material parameters were used to evaluate
vane reliability. The parameters used are shown here and
are representative of early sintered alpha silicon carbide
MOR bars tested at DDA.
Chnaatedstle stro Mth-	 Welbull
MOR = 943 MPs (49.7 ksi) (4-pt band) 	 modulus, m
Unit volume	 176 MPa (25.58 ksi)	 8.43
Unit surface area	 335 We (48.60 ksi)	 8.71
The computed reliability is shown below:
Volume
	 0.9891
Surface	 0.9908
Total	 0.9800
A design goal of 0.9994 probability of survival has
been estab!ished for the vane based on reliability alloca-
tion. To meet this requirement without a prmf test, the
11
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strength would have to improve 54% at a Weibull
modulus of 8. An alternate means of achieving satisfac-
tory reliability would be to use a proof test simulating
transient conditions. Such a test should result in a 2%
rejection rate with the properties used in the analysis
and would appear to be acceptable.
A proof test for the ceramic vanes has been devised in
an attempt to screen vanes for engine tests. A simple test
section for both the gasifier and power turbine vanes has
been fabricated and adapted to an existing combustion
rig previously used for regenerator core sample tests. The
test section has a capacity for simultaneous evaluation of
three vanes. The vanes are placed in a linear stagger as
shown schematically in Figure 18. The spacing simulates
the aerodynamic "throat' or flow capacity of the engine.
The linear stagger was selected to maintain proper flow
incidence and to simplify the test section.
A transient schedule for both vanes has also been
devised and is shown in Figure 19. Eighteen ceramic
!sintered alpha silicon carbide! gasifier vanes and 21
power turbine vanes have been qualified in the rig using
the Mod I temperature schedule, and no failures have oc-
curred.
The test is thought to be more severe than the engine
because the vanes are tested with the ends unmachined,
Howe 13. G"fler verse is opetstun dishomo on at
nuxham power and steady-state oonditton.
Flw+s 14. VwWent oonditlons used In anNrsls.
and more than 5 mm of the vane ends are buried in cooled
metal endwalls. Furthermore, the testing subjected the
vanes to considerable burner noise. Figure 20 depicts a
typical test thermal profile. In view of the results, future
testing will be conducted at the 1288°C 12350°FI RPD
level rather than the 1093°C (2000°F) Mod I level.
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Figure 15. Vans thermal response during transient condidw.
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transient temperatures.
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VI. Combustor Development
Test Facility
The combustor for the first Mod I engine differed
slightly in design from the prototype model previously
tested. Some rework o` the combustor rig was necessary
before the new design could be tested The revision to
the rig was limited to the hardware associated with the
combustor inlet airflow path, the igniter location, the
variable geometry linkage, and the combustor exit seal.
Four new platinumn/platinum-rhodium thermocouple
rakes were installed in the exhaust instrumentation sec-
tion, replacing the temporarily installed chrome)/alumel
thermocouples.
After the reworked rig and combustor were installed,
minor problems were encountered with the variable
geometry operation. These problems were corrected by
increasing the clearance between the prechamber center-
body and the radial swirler. No other significant opera-
tional problems were encountered with the rig. There
was a facilities problem, however, a leak developed
within the high temperature preheater, causing a signifi-
cant reduction in the airticw reaching the combustor.
After completing the testing required for the first engine
build, the preheater core was removed and returned to
the vendor for eialuation and repair.
Test Results
During this repurting pPnod, 26.5 hr of burning time
were accumulated on the combustion rig That time was
divided among plot-on!" r operation (5 hr), start nozzle-
only operation. 18.5 hr), and main-nozzle operation (13 hr).
A photograph of the Combustor assembly, including the
three fuFi nozzles, is shown in Figure 21.
Pilot
A.) aluminum housing was fabricated for a bench test
of the pilot nozzle assembly to investigate ignition and
combustion characteristics. This fixture positioned the ig-
niter, dome, fuel nozzle, and ceramic flzme tube exactly
as they would be in either the rig or in the engine. A
photograp ►- of this test fixture showing the pilot nozzle in
operation at about 0 14 kg/h (0.3 lb/hr) fuel flow is shown
in Figure 22.
The fixture was connected to an air supply that was ad-
justed to gi.e a pressure drop across the plot equal to
the expected liner drop during engine starting. An orifice
was sized to limit the air entering the plot combustion
chamber so that satisfactory ignition could be achieved
over a wide range of starting speeds. The ignition limits
F
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Figure 21. Combustor assembly for first Mod I engine.
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Figure 22. Pilot test fixture.
were quite wide, and lean blowout was as low as 0 06
kg/h (0.14 lb/hr) fuel `low.
Start Nozzle
The centerbody .dart nozzle was tested to determine
ignition characteristics and lean blowout limits at starting
conditions It was also tested over a range of inlet
temperatures up to a burner inlet temperature OT) of
538 °C (1000°F) to simulate operation dunnq the warm
up period.
Fuel from the start nozzle was Ignited quite reliably
from an established pilot flame over a range of start noz
zle fuel flows and simulated engine operating speeds.
Airflows corresponding to engine speeds of 25% to 45%
were tested, and fuel flow necessary for Ignition ranged
from 2.3 to 3 6 kg/h 15 to 8 lb/hr) Lean blowout was ap
u roxrmately 2.3 kg/h (5 lb/hr) regardless of airflow rate,
inaicating that lean blowout was more a function of noz-
zle atomization than fuel/air ratio (the nozzle AP was ap-
proximately 62 kPa at 2.3 kg/h (9 psi at 5 lb/hr)
Two improvements were made in the operation of the
centerbody sta r t nozzle First, it was found that opening
the variable geometry and allowing more air to enter the
primary zone Improved the burner outlet temperature
(BOT) profile. In a6dition, the minimum fuel flow
necessar; to achieve rohable ignition decreased as the
variable geometry was opened, up to an opening of 7.6
mm (03 in.). Starts were made successfully with the
geometry as open as 17.8 nim 10.7 In.) although more fuel
flow was required
A second Improvement was made to the starting char
acterrstics by supplying additional air to the centerbody
cavity This air flowed from the cavity through the swirlel
BIT •awco578n
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Figure 23. Combustion data for cycle point 8 at
65% speed.
surrounding the fuel nozzle tip and provided an air assist
to the fuel atomization. A significant Improvement was
made at an air supply pressure differential of only 1.7 kPa
(0.5 in. Hg), and slight additional Improvement was noted
as the pressure difference was Increased to 1 7 kPa 0 5
in. Hg). The lean blowout limit for the start nozzle was
reduced to about 1 4 kg/h 13 lb/hr ) when 1.7 kPa 10 5 in-
Hg) was supplied to the centerbody.
The start nozzle was evaluated during a simulated
warm-up period The airflow was kept constant at 0 08
kg/s (0.18 lb/sec), equivalent to idle speed, while the inlet
temperature was a;lowed to increase from an Initial level
of 204°C 1400°FI to a final level of 538"C 11000° 1: 1. Dur-
ing that time the start nozzle fuel flow was adjusted to
maintain a BOT of approximately 982°C (1800°F).
Main Nozzle
Five different cycle points were tested under steady-
state conditions, three snap fuel transients were per-
forryied, and the transition from start nozzle fuel flow to
main nuzzle flow was Investigated Emissions were
measured for the steady-state conditions for multiple set-
tings of the variable geometry and for operation both
with and without the pilot flame. Figure 23 shows typical
results for this , ombustor at 65% speed At this
operating condition, adjustment of the variable geometry
from 10 2 min 10.4 in.) to full open, 22 9 mm 10.9 in.), was
possible withuut adversely affecting the combustor
operation.
The measured emissions and the appearance of the
flame were very similar to previous tests with the pro
totype combustor even though an appreciably different
fuel Injection design was users.
10 n
18
" ra
`r
vThe total fuel flow for the operating condition shown in
Figure 23 was approximately 3.1 kg/h 16.8 Ib/hrl, When
0 27 kg/h 10 6 lb/hr) of this total fuel flow was burned in
the diffusion flame pilot nozzle, the NO, emissions in-
creased nearly 2.5 times over the level measured when all
the fue' was burned in the promixlprevaponzation mode.
The combustors tested during this penod used the
slotted dome design. These slots which were added to
relieve the thermally induced stresses, apparently caused
no significant changes to the aerodynamic performance
of the combustor During some operation, however, dif-
fusion flame combustion was observed in the vicinity of
the slots, as unvaponzed fuel was slung througi . !' ie slots
from the prechamber. This situation was most noticeable
during operation with low inlet temperature or with high
primary zone fuel/air ratio.
Transition from the start to the main nozzle was ac-
complished manually on tract rig without difficulty at
bu r ner inlet temperatures from 427°C to 593°C 1 Y) O F to
1100°F1. The only problem observe i was that combus-
tion occurred very near the dome slots for a short period
of time when the inlet temperature waa low. Operation at
low inlet temperature was enhanced by decreasing the
fuel manifold cooling rate and thereby inc reasing the fuel
tf.rriparature at the nozzle
Ceramic Components
The combustor shown in Figure 21 h;o four ceramic
components the dome, the main bod-, the dilution band,
and the plot flame tube The design or the combustor
body and the slotted dome described atove constitute
the major differences between the ceramic components
of this combustor and the prototype combustor previous
ly tested. The body in the current design consists of a
single piece of ceramic, which replaces the two-piece
body used to the prototype. The external shape of the
body in the new design is approximately the same as the
prototype, but it employs a different seal arrangement at
the combustor exit.
After each day of testing, the comuustor centerbody
was removed and the interior surface of the ceramic was
visually inspected No dama ge was observed through the
fir, t six days of testing, however, after the seventh day, a
crack was observed in the dome. During the seventh test
day, two major failures in the test hardware occurred that
could have led to the dome failure. First the ai r leak in the
preheater became more obvious, especially at the low in-
let temperature, and caus^d a considerable decrease in
actual airflow through the combus!or. As a result, ex-
cessively rich combu> l ion occurred for some tame in the
burner, leaving a < able deposit cf caibjn. At approxi-
ma'ely the same tame, a leak developed in the coolant
flow path surrounding the main nozzle that permitted
water to leak into the combustor rig. When the com-
bustor was inspected the next day, the rag was almost
completely filled with water. Whether either of these
operational fcilures caused the cracK in the dnme as a
matter of conjecture. It is certain, however, that the con-
ditions of the test were unusual and undoubtedly more
difficult than would be expected in ictual engine opera-
tion A photograph of the cracked do-ne is showr in
Figure 24
The combustor was tested one more day after the
crack in the dome was cl,scovered and before it was
removed Upon close inspection of the components after
removal, a small crack (about 13 mm 10.5 in 1 long) was
also found on the outside of the combustor body.
Another assembly, consisting of a new come, body;
and dilution band, was installed to the rag for additional
proof testing. Nearly 4 hr of burning time were accumu-
lated on this assembly, including the snap fuel tr-insient
operation. No damage was observed in any of these
ceramic components after the rag tes,ing.
Figure 24. Failed ceramic dome.
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distributions, both individually and together. The results
indicate the following:
• Uniform flow distributions yielded 11 rey = 93.6%(within 1 % of the ^.alcula:.-d disk effectiveness).
• Actual distorted gas-side flu.v distribution only
decreased g reg by 0.3%.
• With both air-side and gas-side flows distorted,
the %g was reduced 10.6%.
Obviously the air-side flow path, while providing low
pressure drop, was not providing the proper flow distrr
bution required to maximize effectiv3ness. Two modifica-
^^ to the cover have been modeled and tested and are
Shown in Figure 29 along with the baseline test. Mod 1
incorporated a ramp to redistribute the flow; the velocity
profile shows a flattening of the profile in the hub region,
but the resulting effectiveness was 13% below the
uniform flow condition. Mod 11 blocked the top entry to
the cover, and a second entry port was provided in the
disk rim region. The resulting flat velocity profile restored
22
effectiveness to within 1 % of the uniform flow condition
but at the expense of increased pressure drop (from
0.5% to 1.5%). Flow distribution testing of additional
modifications will be continued to evaluate methods to
reduce the pressure drop penalty and retain the design
effectiveness of the disk. The engine regenerator cover
will be reworked to optimize airflow distribution for
engine performance testing.
GramiC Exhaust MMUR09mi stor Seal Platform
Casting and machining was completed on the first of
the single-piece ceramic (lithium aluminum silicate) ex-
haust duct/seal platform, as shown in Figure 30. Since
the exhaust duct experiences the full AP of the engine
operating pressure ratio, a test rig was developed to
evaluate the stress/strain characteristics of the part when
exposed at engine operating pressures. A cross-sectional
view of this test rig is shown in Figure 31. Test instrumen-
tation included pressure drop across the bulkhead deflec-
i3
1.}
i
t^
$ deg
ochvise rotation
161 &
tiore at 27 locations, and strain gages on the bulkhead. In
addition, "stresscoat" paint was applied to the first test
piece to determine if there were high stress regions in
locations other than those predicted by the finite element
stress model. Figure 32 is a photograph of the bulkhead
static test.
Figure 33 is a cutaway view of the ceramic exhaust
duct showing a comparison of the predicted and
measured deflection of part SIN 6 when loaded to max-
imum power conditions. Measured deflections were
within allowable values for engine assembly/operation,
and the maximum strain gage readings (see Figure 34) in-
dicated stress levels in agreement with those predicted
by the stress model. In addition to the deflection tes*V.
each part undergoes X-ray and FPI inspection to identify
any surface and interior defects of the part. Two pieces
(SIN 8 and SIN 9) have completed qualification testing for
use in the engine.
Regemmw Dtsik/Saaf Pwfo 11a11ae
The first regenerator disk/seal set, fabricated by Har-
rison Radiator Division, was received in early April, and
qualification testing on the leaf leakage rig and hot regen-
erator rig was initiated. Earlier testing of prototype design
hardware had established the potential for reduced low-
power (idle) seal leakage through use of modified seal
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Figure 27. Regenerator measured gas." cold flow distributions at maximum power condition.
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crossarm grooving to maximize seal clamping forces. As
a result, two outboard seal designs were fabricated for
the engine; one with nominal clamping forces, and the
second with maximized clamping These are shown in
Figure 35.
The test rigs were reworked to accept engine hard-
ware and the initial testing "as received" resulted in unac-
ceptably high system leakage, as shown in Figure 36. A
series of minor changes to eliminate rig/seal interference
and to reduce the rim/crossarm leakage of the inboard
seal l,ocl in system leakage levels of 9%-10% (line B
in Figure 36). Cold flow testing of the seals on the leaf
leakage rig indicated significant leakage from the leaf
point areas — particularly at the corner miter points. A
modification to the seal leaf was made to add an 0-ring
backLip under the leaf to ensure contact with the sealing
surface on assembly and as compressor discharge
pressure (CDP) is applied The region between the C-ring
and seal leaf was vented to CDP to ensure that the leaf
was still the primary sealing member. The resulting leaf
leakage, shown in Figure 37, illustrates the significant
reduction in air leakage rates. A high-temperature (232°C
I (450°FJ) silicone 0-ring was installed around the
perimeter of the outboard seal (with local venting open-
ings); because of the high operating environment of the
inboard seal, short (25 mm 11 in.]) segments of silicone
0-ring were a t tached only at the corner miter joints and at
the center of the crossarm CDP cooling air in these
regions reduces the temperatures locally to permit use of
TF82-4311
Figure 31. Ceramic exhaust ductlseal platform pressure test rig.
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Figure 32. Exhaust ductiseal platform static stress test.
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the 0-ring, this was verified with subsequent hot rig tests.
Both inboard and outboard seals with the 0-ring
backup were tested on the engine seal set and the alter-
nate seal set. Data for the alternate seal set in this con-
figuration are shown in Figure 36 (line C) Also shown is
the same configuration tested with no inboard seal hub
cooling air (line D) Reducing cooling air improves
measur; d effectiveness but at the expense of increased
leakage and, in the case of the 0-ring backup, the decom
position of the 0 ring at the center of the crossarm.
Subsequent hot rig testing of the alternate seal set was
conducted to investigate an alternate to the 0-ring
backup a, the inboard seal leaf joints. Helper springs
were fabricated from 0.2 mm 10.008 in.) thick L605 and
installed at each point to aid leaf contact, and the data of
line E in Figure 36 indicated performance very similar to
the 0 ring backup
Additional testing of the alternate seal set provided
data on build clearance requirements of the seals. The
curves on Figure 38 indicate an installed seal clearance of
0.6 mm (0.025 in.) provides both improved leakage char-
acteristics and adequate running clearances.
Regenerator drive torque and effectiveness for the two
sets of seals are shown in Figure 39. The high clamping
crossarm of the BU  seal significantly increases the drive
torque requirements. At the low regenerator speeds this
represents approximately 0.45 kW (0.6 hp) at maximum
power More than 25 hr of hot rig test time has been ac-
cur,lulatcd with this high clamping seal without
measurable deterioration in the seal wear surface or the
disk.
c1%9
-1000	 TE82-4314
Figure 34. Proof testing of ceramic exhaust
ductlseal platform.
Figure 35. Regenerator outboard seals with (a) nominal
clamping force and (b) maximum clamping force.
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Figure 36. Development of alternate seals for BU1.
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The first engine build of the AGT 100 will be used to
evaluate starting characteristics and low speed operation
at reduced temperatures. The regenerator system hard-
ware selection reflected them operating gosfa by pro-
viding reduced low-power leakage with the high damp-
ing seal. The inboard seal incorporated the O-ring backup
at the miter joints with full cooling airflow and the full
perimeter O-ring backing of the outboard seal. The seal
As rmkfa
1.20 eke *.0m In.1
W hWd
assembly clearance was adjusted to 0.6 mm 10.025 in.)
with an outboard seal leaf height of 3.2 mm (0.125 in.).
The estimated regenerator system leakage and effeo-
tiveness are shown in Figures 40 and 41. The solid line on
the, leakage curve represents leakage levels at the Mod I
design operating conditions; on the first build it is
estimated that the engine will operate at lower tempera-
tures at conditions more closely estimated by the free
shaft configuration values shown. The effectiveness
values shown for the engine build reflect the correction
for differences in rig-to-engine disk blockages that reduce
rig effectiveness levels.
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VIII. Secondary Systems
8.1 Structures
Combustion Case Assembly
A presswe proof test of the comuustor case, inner gear
case, and intermediate gear case was conducted. To-
gether with the regenerator ho.ising, these components
form a pressure vessel that is the base structural load-
carrying path through the engine. The regenerator hous-
ing was pressure tested separately and therefore was not
included in this test.
The overall objective of the test was to subject the
parts to the maximum pressure they would experience
during engine operation. The specific test objectives
included measuring the following:
• combustor case stress and deflection
• seal leakage
• inner gear case stress and deflection
• compressor shroud deflection
The overall test setup is shown in Figure 42. The corn
bustor housing, inner 5 3ar case, and intermediate gear
cage are bolted together with all of the associated engine
seals and gaskets to form a pressure tight structure The
rear flange of the combustor housing is bolted to a flat
plate, which in turn is bolted to the test cell bed plate.
The dial indicators, indicator frame, and strain gage
measuring equipment are also shown in the figure. The
dial indicators measure the inner gear case bearing
pocket deflection and slope and compressor shroud
deflection.
The test was conducted in two steps. The first step
identified the maximum stress area for location of strain
gages. This was done by applying a brittle lacquer stress
coat to the combustion case and inner gear case and ap-
plying 50% of maximum test pressure. The crack pattern
in the stress coat located the maximum stress points.
Figure 43 shows the maximum stress location in the com-
bustor housing end wall (strain gages 31 and 32), and
Figure 44 shows the maximum stress location in the inner
gear case (strain gases 3 and 4). The stress plots for those
locations are shown in Figure 45. A total of 41 strain
gages were installed l - he second step of the test was
conducted with strain gages attached and dial indicators
installed. Pressure was applied to the combustion case in
stepped increments up to the maximum pressure of
482.6 kPa (70 psig), which is 100% of maximum engine
operating pressure.
The maximum measured combustor housing stress was
372 MPa (54 ksi). Figure 46 is a comparison of measured
Figure 42. Combustor case/inner
gear case pressure test.
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Figure 43. Combustor case strain gage location.
--
Figure 44. Inner gear case strain gage location.
and calculated stress In the combustor housing In
general, the measured stresses are significantly lower
than the calculated values The discrepancy can be ex-
plained by the differences between the computer model
geometry definition, boundary conditions, and
temperature gradient The computer model .^,sumed full
fixity at interfaces between combustor case and Inner
gear case and Included stress due to thermal gradients,
The proof test was run at room tem perature, and the
spring rate of the actual parts determined the actual fixity
at the Interfaces. Since these stresses are all below the
stress level of 0 1 % creep in 1000 hr at engine operating
temperatures, the parts met the design criteria.
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Figure 45. Stress and maximum stress locations for
combustor case and inner gear case.
Stress condition
Max power Max power
calculated
-
measured
MPa ksi MPa	 ksi
A 427.5 (62) 372.3	 (54)
B 176.5 (25.6) 114.5	 (16.6)
C 289.9 (42) 259.9	 (32.7)
E 186.6 (27) 76.5	 (11.1)
F 44.8 (6.5) 26.9	 (3.0)
G 108.9 (15.8) 49.6	 (7.2)
Case 71.7 (10.4) 51.7	 (7.5)
hoop
T'L82-4325
Figure 46. Combustor housing stress summary.
The interface seal leakage between the curnbustor case
and Inner gear case was 0 0005 kg/s (0 0011 lb/sec) at the
maximum 482 6 kPa (70 psig) pressure condition. This is
0.15% of engine flow at the maximum power condition,
which was considered an acceptable level.
The maximum stress in the inner gear case was 20.0
MPa (2.9 ksi) and is located on the compressor scroll. The
maximum stress was calculated from rectangular strain
gage rosettes (gages 3 and 4), shown in Figure 44 The in-
ner gear case material is AA 355-T6 aluminum, which has
a yield strength of 89.6 MPa (13 ksi) at 204°C 1400 0 F), the
maximum operating temperature condition.
The maximum deflection in the intermediate gear case
was 0.305 mm (0 012 in) located at the output shaft bear
ing pocket (indicator No 28) and an associated bearing
pocket slope of 0 0008 mm/mm (0 0008 in./in.) at 482.6
kPa (70 psig), as shown in Figure 47 lindicator Nos 24
and 251 The stress In this area of the case was less than
12.4 MPa (1 8 ksil. The differential deflection between
the inner gear case and the intermediate gear case at this
same location (output shaft bearing pocket) was 0 183
rnm (0 0072 in) at maximum test pressure. All shafts
have sufficient end play to accommodate this reduction
in clearance due to pressure loading
The axial deflection at the inducer of the impeller
shroud, which is integral with the inner gear case casting,
varied circumferentially between 0 127 and 0 305 mm
10 006 and 0.012 in) at 482 6 kPa (70 prig) This deflec-
tion should not present any problem in engine operation
s
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Figure 47. Deflection measurements of inner gear case.
since the impeller bearing pocket and the shroud are
essentially part of the same structure, and therefore the
Impeller-to- shroud clearance will not be affected by the
pressure load The measured deflection is also higher
than will be experienced In engine operation since in the
The harmonic drive reducl;on gearbox was tested dur-
ing this reporting period The following testing schedule
was designed to test the basic operation of the unit first
at no load conditions and then at progressively Increasing
load conditions to the design point -
1 . 1 hr –no load
2. tear down and Inspect
3. 2 hr - 11 9 N In 1105 lb in 1 load
4. tear down and Inspect
5. 2 hr – 23.7 N m (210 It-on.) load
6 tear down and Inspect
7 2 hr - 35 6 N m 1315 ib-in.) load
8. tear down and Inspect
9 3 hr – 35.6 N m 1315 lb - in.) load
10 hr total at 3000 rpin Input
While running the no-load portion of the schedule, a
flex gear drive tang failed. Upon inspection some mdica
tion of wear was noticed on the sides of the output shaft
teeth. The unit was reassembled and the test continued
At approximately 45 minutes Into the schedule the flex
gear failed, locking the unit. This unit Is shown in Figure
48
Analysis of the failed unit revealed more wear on the
sides of the output shaft teeth and cracking of several
E4L
Axial movement 	 test the entire shroud area was pressurized to 482.6 kPa
170 psigi. In the engine the shroud pressure will vary from
indicator	
inlet pressure to compressor discharge pressure.
Inner	 N cafe ^
N6. 28
8.2 Gearbox and Power Transfer
W
f
TE82-4327
Figure 48. Fs: I ed harmonic drive unit.
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Mflex gear tangs at the root filler. At that time it was
thought that the radial flexing of the flex gear produced
the wear due to interference with the output shaft. The
geometry of the rubbing surfaces was such that a sharp
edge was presented to the output shaft, causing wear
Tne output shaft slots were widened and the geometry
was changed to be parallel to the sides of the drive tangs,
eliminating any cutting action
At this time, tc it was found that the flexing of the
flex gear due to tl .am was causing the flex gear tangs
to advance and retreat circumferentially wuh respect to
the output shaft teeth. This relative motion created an in-
terfereoce, causing distress in the flex gear tangs. The
rework eliminated this interference
Testing of the modified unit began with a test of the
fatigue life of the flex gear This test was run in the har-
monic drive unus without the output shaft, thereby induc-
ing no load on the tangs. The only loading of the flex gear
was the twice-per-revolution flexing caused by the cam.
The flex gear successiul;; completed 6 6 x 10' cycles
of this testing with no crack indications. The reworked
output shaft was then installed and the testing schedule
restarted Fifteen minutes into the 11 9 N m 005 lb in.)
portion of the test, the second flex gear failed.
As a result of this second failure and inconclusive
results from a study of a modified harmonic drive, a l l ef-
fort was directed toward a new reduction gearbox
assembly The results of this effort are shown in Figures
49 and 50.
The new gearbox is a planocentric unit. The input shaft
drives a counterbalanced cam, which rides in 28 needle
rollers This cam drives a 60-tooth external gear within a
62-tooth fixed internal gear, producing the required 30 1
reduction Power transmuted through a -ross keyed
slider to the output shaft Lubrication for the unit is taken
directly from the oil pump Testing of this unit will follow
the same schedule as t y re original harmonic drive.
Figure 49. Regenerator dr-.ve gearbox—input aide.
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Figure ..d. Regenerator drive gaerbox—output side.
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Property Results
Coefficient of thermal 5.07 x 10 - 61°C at 1300`C.
ex pansion (282 x 10 -EFF at 2372°F)
Density 2.77 glcm3
Modulus of rupture 118 7 MPa 117.21 ks ), s= 8 4 MPa it 22 ksil
(0 1 x 0.2mm n= 12
I ' I --   .
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IX. Materials Development
9.1 Thermal Barrier Development
Within "tie present reference power-train design (RPD)
there exists the need for several noncarbide ceramics.
These materials are being developed in twc pa rallel ef-
forts. DDA is developing a zircon-based material, and the
Carborundum Company (CBO) is addressing a mullite/
cordlerlte composite material Both of these materials
have special low heat conduction characteristics and will
be used primarily as thermal barrier structures Intended
to minimize heat loss from the gas path to the surround-
ing metallic support structures. The following subsec-
tions summarize the status of the respective develop-
ment efforts.
Carborundum Effort
The mullltelcordiente under development at CBO is be-
ing produced by isopi L ssing and sintering of sol-gel
prepared powders. Init-al work focused on establlsf,illg
the proper composition to produce the best coefficient of
thermal expai,sion iCTE) with alpha silicon carbide.
Materials with the best CTE match have been found to
contain approximately 59% mullite and 41 % cordlerlte.
Work during this period was directed at Improving the
strength of this composition.
Improved powder processing and firing techniques
have helped to produce materials with reduced porosity.
This imp roved material has been characterized to deter-
mine the microstructure, crystalline phases, and fractu•e
strength (modulus of rupture).
Figure 51 illustrates the high degree of uniformity of
the present composition. Experience has shown that the
sol-gel derived powders yield a very fine grained micro-
structure. X-ray diffraction analysis showed that the
material consists predominantly of mullite and cordiente
with magnesium-aluminum spinel as a minor phase. The
scanning electron microscope (SEMI photomicrograph
shows that these phases are uniformly dispersed and
consist of grains smaller than 5 µm In diameter. Standard
water immersion techniques on this material showed that
the material had negligible water absorption. Any porosity
present would, the refore, be closed Table IV lists the
properties measured for this material. The strength level
represents a significant Improvement over earlier
materials.
Table IV. Physical properties of CBO mullite
100 ;AM
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A	 it
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TE82-4420
Figure 51. Microstructure of CBO mull*.telcordierite.
X-section,
third point loa.ling)
Modulu -, of elasticity	 149,616 MPa 121,700 ksi)
(Sonic)
DDA Effort
Previous work has demonstrated that zircon-based
materials can be readily fabricated. To date work has in-
dicated that matpr ialc produced from zircon pos css
suitable strength and expansion ch3racteristics. Work
during this period centered on (1) tnicroStructure im-
provement and (2) strength and thermal expansion
characterization.
Ea r ly materials had an apparent pore fraction of ap-
proximately 0.18. information obtained from recent
literature indicated that sintering aids could be Introduced
to enhance the sinterability of zircon. As a result, material
compositions were established that displayud negligible
apparent pore fractions.
These materials have been produced using classical
isopressing techniques. Figure 52 Illustrates the micro-
structure of the best material. Figure 53 shows the
respective thermal expansion behavior. The overall ex-
i
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Strength to dote = 128.5 Wo (18.64 ksi),
std dev = 1.91, n = 7
Modulus of elasticity = 174.8 M.Pa (25.35 ksi)
Poisson's Ratio = 0.42
CTE = 4.61 x 10-6 /'aC at 1000oC
(2.56 x 10 -6 /o F at 1832oF)
TE82 1421
Figure 52. Microstructure for DDA zircon.
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Figure 53. Thermal expansion behavior of DDA zircon.
oansion behavior is a suitable expansion match for silicon
carbide. Table V lists the phase character of this material
along with available properties
Table V. Phase character and properties for DDA zircon.
Crystalline phases by IX,R.D.A.I	 Zircon, mulhte. and cristobal to
Modulus of elasticity a; room temp 204,912 MPa 129,720 ksi)
Poisson ratio
	 0 256
Sample size
	 12 bars
MOR )room temperature. as fired)
	 167.5 MPa 124 29 ksi)
Standard deviation 	 30.4 MPa 14 412 ksil
The strength was measured in four-point bending, with
the outer span 38. ^ mm (1.5 in.) and the inner span 19.1
mm (0.75 in.). All bars were a standard size of 3.175
mm x 6.35 rnm x 50.8 mm (0.125 in. x 0.25 in. x 2 in.).
Fracture originated predominantly from the surface
Typical fracture origins are shown in Figure 54. The
strength observed for this generation of DDA zircon is the
highest yet obtained and is superior to all othe r materials
procured to date.
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Figure 54. Fracture origins in DDH zircon.
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9 2 CWMIC Component DgI910ptnlftt,
Ch>p ntedutbfl, end QWNilCition
Work has centered on the fabrication, characterization,
and qualification of silicon carbide and ziraonia com-
ponents. Work to date has included a ceramic combustor
assembly, turbine vanes, and thermal insulators in the
Mod I engine build.
Some components can be produced by available state-
of-the-art techniques while others require developmental
efforts. Those components produced by isopressing and
green machining, such as the swirl plate and inner
backplate, are state of the art. However, unique develop-
ment efforts are needed for injection molded gasifier
rotors and outer backplates, and also for the slip Lasting
of scrolls and related components. Details of the
characterization and qualification of state-of-the-art com-
ponents and prototype components are contained in the
following subsections.
Silicon Carbide Component Detrelopment
Gasifier Rotor
This component is being fabricated from injectir,.1
molded sintered alpha silicon carbide. Fabt,caty n
variables have been systematically controlled to help
yield optimum spin test results. Wok during this period
focused on characterization of material strength in
various regions of the rotor. These measured strength
results were then compared to requirements dictated by
finite element analyses and correlated with actual spin
test results.
One hundred prototype rotors were molded by the op-
timum molding procedures. Experiments have shown
that sintering atmosphere and composition are most
critical for producing high-quality rotors. Composition
relates to the starting percentages of powder and flow-
inducing plastic. Table VI illustrates the impact of sinter-
ing atmosphere and material composition on the process-
ing yields of A and B quality prototype rotors. Based on
the limited amount of data available, it appears that at-
mosphere 2, in conjunction with compositions 2 and 3,
provides the highest yielas of acceptable rotors.
Table VII summarizes the results of the overspeed-to-
failure spin testing conducted on A and B quality pro-
totype rotors. The burst speeds were used to generate a
Weibull plot, as shown in Figure 55, and a Weibull
modulus lm1 of 7.25 was obtained. Using 7.25 for m and
Table Vt. Procesafrry ylefda • of
A and 8 quality prototype rotas.
	
Composition	 Taal
1	 2	 3
Atmosphere 1	 0% 17%	 —	 13%
Atmosphere 2	 0% 56% 83%	 60%
'Yield is expressed as a percent and represents the number of
acceptable parts divided by the total number of parts made.
97,OOQ om for the medw spit burst speed, an approx-
imami was made for the average strength of to rotor
material. T"* results of On analysis showed that the
material 3fncdd have an equivalent MOR bar strength of
49.3 kSt. MOF tests for bars exit from actual rotors, listed
in Table Vlll, show that there is very good agreement be-
tweer. the predicted value of 49.3 ksi and the strength of
the radial cut test bars. The strengths are considerably
lox,¢r, however, for the axial cut bars.
-i he rotor shaft was redesigned to facilitate Wining to
the metal turbine shaft. The shaft outer diameter was
enlarged to 14.0 mm (0.55 in.) to increase its strength in
Tab A. a" speeds for proletype morns.
noses MId	 apeed-
SIN rP^
438 106,000
439 97,600
445 82,000
475 92,000
476 107,500
477 111,500
404 96,500
424 94,000
437 96,000
472 96,000
Mean 98.300
standard deviation	 9,400
t
90.0
70.0
50.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
5.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.1 70	 80
RPM fill. Ws&M plot for burst teeffnp of
oaafffar rotors.
^	 r	 ^
90	 100	 110	 120	 130
Burst speed--krpm
TE82-4124
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Figure 56. Rotor shaft modifications
i
Table Vill. MOR bar strength of prototype rotors.
Dennity
Rotor Rotor Bar Direction Strength Std Dev,
No. P p of cut —ksi Range 01 Composition Atmosphere
432 3.14 3.12 Radial 46 9 x 7 320— 58.5 9.1 2 2
433 3.13 308 Axial 266x^ 190-300 4.4 2 2
463 308 309 Radial 48.0 x 41 1 —
 63.9 86 2 1
493 3.07 300 Axial
b
30 3 x 24.1 — 35.7 5.2 1 1
482 3.12 3.04 Axial
A
31 8R 5 23.1 — 46.5 8.8 2 2
484 3.12 3.07 Radial 50 2 x 11 366— 707 11.2 2 2
Table IX. Densities for gasifier rotors
0.55 —^-{
0.58
(H)
Top View
Rotor No
51
52
53
54
55'
' Spinnable
Density-
glcm3
3 10
310
310
3.10
3.09
U11-
TE82-4426
Figure 57. COO gasifier rotors.
the event of whipping. The mold was also modified to
incorporate a 1.5 deg reverse taper on the end of t' e
shaft and to make it 0.76 mm (0.03 in.) out of round.
Figure 56 illustrates the modifications made to the shaft.
One hundred rotors have been molded from two com-
positicns at vinous molding conditions.
Table IX lists density results for rotors molded with the
new shaft geometry. Figure 57 shows rotors received
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Figure 59. CBO combustor flame tube holders
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Table X. Combustor bodies received January through July 1982.
MOR quall r lcatlon data
No of
FX No. Quality Surfece MOR—MPs (kal) Std der--MPs (kal) samples Comments
30458 C As fired 347.3 150 371 499 (7.241 5 Not machined,
Machined 4012
	 (58.19) 729 (1057) 5 has cracks
30459 B As fired 3170 (4598) 561	 (814) 5 Machined dilution
Machined 316.8 (45 95) 48.3 (7.01) 5 and flame tube holders
30460 B + - -	 - -	 - - -
30461 B As fired 333.4 (48.361 31.6 (459) 10 Received machined, two
chips on i d , oversize
i.d.=0.254 rnm (0.010 in.)
Figure 58. Machined CBO combustor body
during this period. Quality determinations and spin tests
have yet to be made for the new design rotors.
Conn. ,:stor Assembly
The combustor body is being produced from slip cast
alpha silicon carbide. Work previous 1,o this period has
centered on prototype component deve'o;, ment. During
the latter part of 1981 a design was determined for this
component to be used in the engine. Work during this
period has included procurement, quality determination,
and qualification for the new design. At CBO work has
centered on improving the shrinkage relilbility to meet
blueprint specifications.
Four slip cast sintered alpha combustor bodies have
been received this period. Table X lists Infc ,mation per-
taining to these components. Combustor body FX30459
has been incorporated in the Mod I engine. Figure 58
shows the l atest combustor body received during this
period.
A new mold was produced for casting the combustor
body. The new mold was designed to more closely
match the material shrinkage behavior. In the first two
combustors rece ived the i.d. was oversized 0.75 rnm
(0.030 in.). The latest body received, 30461, was over-
sized Iby only 0.25 mm (0.010 in.).
Three flame tube holders have been received this
period (see Figure 59). These were made from green
machined sintered alpha silicon carbide. Table XI lists the
NDE and quality status for these parts.
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Figure 61. CBO dilution bands.
Table XII. NDE status for CBO d i lution bands
FX No.	 Visual	 Pene; rant 	 X-ray Comments
rack
I
r r:3r L
Burner inlet side
Two fully machined swirl plates were received this
period. These components are made by green machining
a rough shape followed by ultrasonic machining of the
slots. The material is sintered alpha silicon carbide.
These two swirl plates were each assembled in a
burner rig for proof testing. However in each case the
plate cracked (see Figure 60) In both cases fracture
initiated from the outer edge of the plate. During combus-
tion testing it is apparent that the outer edge of the plate
Table XI. NDE and quality assessment for
CBO flame holders.
FX No.	 Visual Penetrant	 Quality	 Commonts
30483	 OK OK	 A	 In Mod I build
30484	 OK OK	 A
30485	 Reject Reject	 C	 Crack originated during
forming or firing
is put into a tensile stress condition. Modifications are
planned for this component. The outer diameter will be
reduced and the thickness will be made more uniform.
The dilution band Is made from isopressed sintered
;.Ipha silicon carbide Four parts were received this period
(see Figure 61). Table XII lists the NDE status for these
parts.
Gasifier Scroll Assembly
The gasifier scroll assembly directs and contains the
hot flowing gases into and through the gasifier rotor.
Components that make up the assembly are the close-
tolerance shroud, interconnecting duct, connecting
adapter sleeve, and scroll shell. They will all be fabricated
of sintered alpha silicon carbide.
The development effort centers on slip casting of the
shell Prev ous designs have not been adequate and are
very difficult to slip cast During this period a new mold
was developed (see Figure 62) and scroll shells have
been cast.
30433	 OK	 Or,	 UK
30434	 OK	 OK	 —
t)	 30435	 OK	 OK	 OK	 In Mod I build
Figure 60. C80 swirl plate after burner rig testing. 	 30436
	 OK	 OK	 OK
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Scroll Backplates
The inner backplate is fabricated from sintered alpha
silicon carbide by isopressing and green machining. Four
parts have been produced this period. Limited NDE has not
revealed any objectionable defects or surface indications
Experiments were conducted to develop injection
molding procedures for the outer backplate. CBO has
reported that one backplate was fired tree of any ap-
parent flaws Some dimensions were measured on two
sintered backplates and are listed in Table XIII. The
— 1.55 mm (— 0 061 in.) excess for dimension B indicates
that there is a warpage problem. Work during the next
period will involve further processing to alleviate the war-
page and delivery of more outer backplates.
.'
-w
s
r'
e
s ^wa
TE82-4431
Figure 62. New gasifier scroll slip casting mold.
The interconnecting duct is produced from slip cast
sintered alpha silicon carbide. After sintering it is ma-
chined to size. No problems have been encountered to
date. A sintering fixture has been developed for support
°	 during initial firing.
The connecting adapter sleeve will be produced from
green machined sintered al pha silicon carbide. Work has
centered on finding the best grinding conditions to pre-
vent cracking in th,. green state.
Close-tolerance shrouds will be produced from green-
machined alpha silicon ,,arbide. The vane pockets will be
produced by ultrasonic machining in both the green and
fired state. Figure 63 shows two green shrouds, and
Figure 64 shows how the shroud will be positioned inside
! the scroll. The interconnecting duct will in turn fit into the
smaller opening of the shroud. The individual com-
ponents will be assembled by a sequence of sintering
operations, then the interconnecting duct will be fired by
itself. The a green adapter sleeve will be fixtured and
fired so that it will be joined to the duct. The same opera-
tion will be performed for the close tolerance shroud.
Power Turbine Vanes
These components are being produced with injection-
molded sintered alpha silicon carbide. Forty-six have
been received to date. Warping and distortion are still
prevalent in these parts. However, there are enough parts
of sufficient dimensional quality for the Mod I build.
Figure 65 shows some vanes that are now in the Mod I
build.
Zirconia Component Development
Low thermal conductivity zirconia components will
play an important role in the operation of the present RPD
AGT 100 Prototype zircorna components are being pro-
duced by the AC Spark Plug Division of General Motors
and Kyocera InternationallFeldmulde.
AC Spark Plug is producing zirconia components by
isopressing and green machining. Work to date has
centered on characterization of this material.
Previous work has shown that the AC Spark Plug zir-
conia is very fine grained (smaller than 5 pm). Table XIV
lists ava i lable property information for this material. This
is a partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ) and possesses very
uniform strength as a function of temperature.
j 1
y':^	
A
TE82-4432
Figure 63. Close tolerance gaslflsr rotor shrouds.
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Figure 64. Gasifier scroll assembly.
Table XIII. Dimensional measurements for two
sintered outer backplates.
tI.
..
Machining stock'—
mm (In.)
Print — mm (in.) COO No. 40 . 1 COO No. 40 - 3
ID S 113 55 14 470 1 0.38 (0 0151 064 (0 0251
ID? 151 00 15 945) 1.57 (0 0621 173 (0 0681
OD t 163 00 (6 417) -112(-0044) -104(-0041)
OD2 232.00 (9 134) - 0 13 1- 0 005) 041 10.016)
OD3 220.01 (8 662 1 -3891-0153 - 2.97 (-0.117)
A 11 30 10 445) 2.11 (0.083) -
B 960(0378) -1551-0061) —
C 4.90 (0.193) 043(0017) —
Denslty - g/cm3 3 10 313
'Negative dimension indicates insufficient material for final machining
Figure 65. Power turbine vanes.
Figure 66 shows some of the components received
from Kyocera. Twelve parts for each component were
received for appraisal. Of the 12 gasifier turbine retaining
rings, 4 were defect free. Of the 12 shims, 8 were accept-
ORIGINAL-
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able. Of the 12 power turbine retainer rings, 10 were
acceptable and defect free.
The material microstructure has been analyzed
previously. This zirconla consists of a coarse-grained
(-40 µm) cubic matrix, and within the large grains there
are small monoclinic and tetragonal inclusions. The inclu-
sions help to strengthen the material by inhibiting crank
propagation. This is referred to as transformation
toughened zirconia.
Room temperature strength q ualification data for com-
ponents roceived is as follows MOH – 447 9 MPa 164.96
ks i ), with 3 standard deviation, of 31.0 MPa (4.49 ksi), for
five mach ned surface test bare.
Table XIV. Properties for AC Spark Plug Arconla
MOR at room trrnpuralure (Machined)	 343 3 MPa 199 79 ksi)
Standard deviation
	 22 9 MPa' 12.72 ksi)
MOR at 1000°C 0832°F)	 2154 Mra 131.24 ksrl
Standard deviation	 87.7 MPa 02.72 ksd
Fracture toughness, K1,	 3 7 MPa m'^ (lf J ksi in K)
Thermal expansion coefficient	 73 10 el°C
ITemprange 40°C to 1000°C)
Thermal conductivity coefficient (25°C) 	 2.1 Wlm °K
Specific gravity	 5 72 glcm3
I
Figure 66. Zlrconla components recelvbd from Kyocera.
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X. Controls Development
The contras effort during this period has been to
design and deck out the electronic control system for
the first scheduled dynamometer run. The electric control
unit (ECU) to be used for this first test has been built us-
ing a modified digital control unit from another program.
An operator control console has been built and calm
braced. This contra console will allow manual open loop
control of gasifier speed, inlet guide vanes, burner
variable geometry, and power transfer clutch. It will also
allow a t 111 °C (± 200°F► adjustment of the turbine out-
let temperature limit and manual selection of fuel flow
from the start nozzle to the main nozzle. Switches, lights,
and meters are included to monitor the engine perfor-
manoe and to allow the control console operator to mani-
pulate various engine conditions. Fuel flow is the only
engine parameter that uses closed loop contra, in which
the amount of fuel flow is determined by the ECU soft-
ware program and not manually set by an operator.
A test simulator has been built and is used to func-
tionally check out the control system logic. All control
console parameters are included. However, the actual
control console can be connected to the simuiator.
Engine actuators, fuel system solenoids, thermocouples,
and speed pickup signals are represented but only as a
static c heaout. That is, engine dynamics are not includ-
ed. However, the simulator can be used as a vsluebls tool
to check out the control wiftware logic for shutdown
faults, correct fuel valve current calculations, and ensure
proper sequencing during starts/shutdowns.
The fuel system has been modified to provide higher
pilot nozzle fuel flow for light-off and better fuel flow
characteristics during start to main nozzle transition.
These changes have been bench tested as a system to
verify the desired performance. Component tests of the
actuators and clutch valve have been completed. Engine
hardware, such as inlet guide vanes and burner varia")Ie
geometry, was tested with the actuators to verify act ial
movement and proper direction. A successful sy.w em
checkout of the fuel system and the ECU was completed.
Steady-stat4 engine operating points were tested, using
the test simulator, to check actual fuel flow to the engine
as well as transient fuel flows when switching from start
to main nozzle. Both tests show excellent correlation be-
tween predicted and actual fuel system performance.
The contra software has been programmed into the
ECU and was chocked out using the test simulator.
Numerous test poin*.s have been defined to check each
control mode and the associated fuel valve current.
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X11. Supportive Manufacturing, Cast, and Marketability
ILL Manufacturing FaiiWlity-
Pontiac Motu: DMalon
Manufacturing feasibility studies at Pontiac have now
been contltdad on A maoty of the engine components
from detailed drawings. Manuf^ctunng of these compo-
nents ' .i concentrated in two arL s: 11)  the Engine Compo-
nent Machining and Assembly Manufacturing Engineer-
ing Department and 121 tA, Pressed Metal Manufacturing
Engineering Department.
The manufacturing feasibility analysis from detailed
drawings has been based on normal high-volume produo-
tion processing and cost estimating procedures. During
this analysis there has been extensive interaction ane
agreement between PMD Manufacturing and DDA Engi-
neering regarding engine component design changes
recommended to lower part cost, and design revisions
proposed for compatibility with high-volume production
machining and manufacturing requirements. This type of
interaction will be reflected in the production RPD engine
design.
Manufacturing Engineering has made proposals cover-
ing such areas as combining separate gears into cluster
gear assemblies with resultant savings in machining and
assembly operations; revisions to simplify various types
of machining operations on separate gears, shafts, and
pinions; revisions to the oil pump body, the regenerator
housing, and the combustor assemblies; and several pro-
posels on altemste materials to reduce cost. Mamfoctur-
ing has also proposed that several shafts snd gears be
redesigned to a two-piece cof truction that allows utilim
tiara of a friction welding technique. A typical example, an
output gear assembly, is shown in Figure 67. This pro-
Gee
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30 OPERATORS — – • Y Soot OOO/YR TE824338
10119millL	 membb
posed construction yields a significant savings as a result
of reducing the complexity and cost of the single gear
forging by replacing the hub with a low-carbon steel part
friction-welded to a simplified forging.
Manufacturing Engineering is continuing its investigs-
tion into state-of•the-art machining plus now processes
applicable to manufacture of the engine. This includes
such techniques as laser hole drilling and welding, elso-
trical discharge machining, diamond wheel grinding, and
balancing equipment and processing muired to ~
the critical balance requirements of the high-speed corn-
ponents. Additional work remains to be dorse on both
manual and autornated assembly technio,".
Pressed Metal Engineering has mseA proposals to
DDA that he" evolved from to derertmerves formal
processing studies on the mew sliest metal components
in the engine, such at the regeneistor housing assembly,
combustor cam aswimbly, and several smaller pens. The
major cos! saving proposal has centered on MdOW of
the combustor cow assembly. Figure 68 shows the
original 49sion, which consisted of a four-piece o0w
tee: two cost flange, Ow main body, and a me corn-
histor support This design reWived extensive WngsWl,-
iron-gas (TIG) welding to assemble the flanges and 0xvi-
bustor support costing to the main body, and subuxluent
mK+*ft oWmiors to qualify the flanges arid drill the
& holes required for "no assembly. Pressed Metal
Ef igirweMV determined that the cost of M construction
was prohibitive on a high-vc4ume bow and proposed a
redesign to DDA, which is shown in Figure 69. This
redesign uses an expermoni forming technique for both
the oorrbAltor a sport am and the flange. 1his woom
eliminates the TIG wWft rs*"ront and the mwtwi-
N required to qualify the flanged, and it also allows
piercing the 64 holes. In addition, the TIG welding of
the bvw bulkhead and wel ring a being reel by fur-
now brazing, which occurs during heat vat thus
slirninating a ops cifi f, w6ding operation. This proposal
has no-ftd in a sigrilficam cost reduction. Figure 7011--
1 strstes the WAcerm of well UWW at high w*jff*
8 	 L25 IN.
U51'PRESENT	 JOIN.
VE
	
15LEVERS/ENG	 .10 INJLEVER
	
800,000 D4G/YR	 1,200,000 IN/YR
12,000,000 LEVER"	 19 MILES STRIP STOCK
(13 TONS STEEL)
TE824339
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production levels. The inlet guide vans lever was original-
ly designed such that 2.54 mm 10.10 let.) would be re-
Owl between pats to msintsin the steel life In s pro-
gressive die. A redeem was requested that Maws fire
kwai s to be made with no waste material with a rauittmt
savings of 19 miles of strip stock at 800,000 engines per
year 115 levers per end.
The Pressed Metal Engines:•, ng Department feels that
similar significant gains can be made the regenerator
housing assembly, and the deportment will continue to
pursue this and other cost reduction ideas when a die
development program is started in the future.
PMD Manufacturing, PMD Pressed Metal Engineering,
and DDA Engineering feel that many other cost re'uc
tions will be achieved in the future through close
manufacturing deveiopmentiongine design interaction.
IL2 C"t #JWIVft -.
ru"Alk Motor Om"
The industrint, Engineenng Department at Pontiac cot}
tines to develop a cost analysis of the engine based on
tho Ma,wfocturing and Pressed Metal Engineering pro
cess routing cost estimates developed from dtt wl draw.
ings and from cost quotes received thfoug;t Purchasing
on components pub from GM-Allied aM outside
suppliers, The following shows a sourcing analysis of Ow
make and purchased parts in the engine assembry:
Part No.
Make - Pontiac Motor Division 	 77
PurchrA--GM-Alhed DOnsions 	 9
Purduise- outside U406±us	 284
Tow part numbers	 370
t
t
'I
51
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Appendix A. Terms and Definitions
	 i
AGT advanced gas turbine
AGT 100 the AGT model being developed by DDA
AS aluminum silicate
BIT burner inlet temperature
BOT burner outlet temperature
Btu British thermal unit
BU build number
BVG burner varies geometry
C isentropic spouting velocity — 2gJ Ahis
°C degrees Celsius
CATE a NASAIDOE development pr	 ram "Ce-
ramic Applications for Turbine Engines"
CBO Carborundum Company
CDP compresso; discharge pressure
CGW Caning Glass Woks
CM meridional chord
CO carbon monoxide
corrected flow flow9v^
CTE coefficient thermal expansion
CY calendar year
D m mean bearing diameter
DDA Detroit Diesel Allison, Division of G --n:eral
Motors
ON diameter of bore in mm x speed in rpm
DF-2 diesel fuel no. 2
DOE US Department of Energy
ECU electronic control unit
EDR Engineering Development Report (of DDA)
equivalent flow flow	 c),, v'S
equivalent speed speed;	 t)7,
equivalent work x . ;t ► „
O F degrees Fahrenheit
ft tout
g gravitational constant
GM General Motors Corporation
GPSIM general purpose simulation
GTE General Telephone and Electronics Corp.
green machining machining a ceramic before it is fired
h enthalpy
h or hr hour
hp horsepower
Hz Hertz (frequency)
i.d. inside diameter
IGV inlet guide vane
in. inch
J conversion factor, Btu to ft-lb; Joule
JP-5 jet propulsion fuel no. 5
kg kilogram
km kilometer
ksi thousand pourds per squa re inch
L	 liter
LAS
	 lithium aluminum silicate
Ibm	 pound mass
LCF
	
low cycle fatigue
M	 mega —lone million)	 1
m	 meter, Weibull modulus
M-dist	 meridional distance
mm
	 millimeter
Mod 1	 the first design of AGT 100 using some
ceramic hot section components
	 =
Mod II	 the second AGT 100 design with ceramic hot
section
MOR	 modulus of rupture
N	 force (Newton) or speed of rotation (rpm)
n	 number of test samples
N1
	 gasifier speed of rotation
N2
	 power turbine speed of rotation
NASA National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
NDE nondestructive evaluation
N0, oxides of nitrogen
o.d. outside diameter
P pressure
Pa Pascal
PMD Pontiac Moto Division of General Motors 	 r
psi pounds per square inch
psig pounds per square inch gag,
PSZ partially stabi'ized zinc onia
Q oil flow
O R degrees Rankine
RC pressure ratio
Re turbine expansion ratio
RBSiC reaction-bonded silicon carbide
	
r
RPD reference power-trair. design
S standard deviation
s or sec second
SEM scanning electron microscope
SLAM scanning laser acoustic microscopy
SIN serial number
SPAM scanning photoacoustic spectroscopy 	 3
T temperature	 {
T T total temperature
T_ tntwl ternperan! re 1n!et
TIC thermocouple
thixotropic casting casting enhanced by vibration to reduce
viscosity of the cast fluid
THM 440-T4 designation for a GM trans,-ission for
X-body cars
TOT turbine outlet temperature
T-S total-to-static
MWCO pi"	 Hr FRW9	 53
T-T
	
total-to-total
UT
	 rotor tip speed
V
	
viscosity
VG	 variable geometry
W	 watt; bearing thrust load; mass flow
Wa
	 airflow
We
	 cooling flow rate
WOT	 wide open throttle
2-D
	
two-dimensional (analysis)
ID	 three-dimensional lanalysis)
404
	
an industrial gas turbine engine by DDA
505
	
an industrial gas turbine engine by DDA
54
fNwioYtt^u Dsftddm
Y ratio of specific heats
4 difference between two measurement, e.g.,
OT
8 pressurelpressure standard
d h specific work
his ideal specific work (total-to-static)
E (0.740/Y) ( Y+ 1/2) Y/ y - u
s^ efficiency
0 temperatureltemperature standard
0, (Va /Vpstd)2
8 average strength
t
E
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18. Abstract
Technical work on the design and effort leading to the testing of a 74.5 kW (100 hp) automotive gas
turbine is described for the period January through June 1982. This is the fifth semiannual report
The general effort was concentrated on building an engine for test starting in July. The buildup
progressed with only routine problems and the engine was delivered to the test stand 9 July. In
addition to the engine build effort, work continued in selected component areas. Ceramic turbine
parts were built and tested. Burst tests of ceramic rotors show strengths are approaching that
achieved in test bars; proof testing is required for acceptable strength ceramic vanes.
Over 25 hours was accumulated on the combustor rig in three test modes: pilot nozzle only, start
nozzle, and main nozzle operation. Satisfactory ignition was achieved for a wide range of starting
speeds and the lean blowout limit was as low as 0.06 kg/h (0.14 lb/hr). Lean blowout was more a
function of nozzle atomization than fuel/air ratio. A variety of cycle points were tested.
Transition from start nozzle flow to main nozzle flow was done manually without difficulty. The
ceramic combustor assembly survived six days of testing without damage, but a crack developed
in the ceramic combustor dome on the seventh day. A faulty preheater may have caused the
failure. Regenerator parts were qualification tested without incident and the parts were
assembled on schedule. Rig-based performance matched first build requirements. Repeated
failures in the harmonic drive gearbox during rig testing resulted in that concept being
abandoned for an alternate scheme. An extensive materials effort was continued by both
DDA and the vendors. Thermal barrier development work showed advances in both mullite/
cordierite and zircon-based systems. A large effort to characterize silicon carbide rotors
showed that MOR strengths calculated from burst test results agreed with laboratory results
from radial cut bars; values for axial cut bars were lower. Manufacturing and cost studies
continued with the cooperation of Pontiac and generated several cost savings proposals.
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